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1. Name of Property
historic name Lookaway Hall__________________________________________________
other names/site number Jackson, Walter M. House; Mealing, Dr. H. G. House
2. Location
street & number 103 West Forest Avenue
North Augusta
city, town
sc
code
sc 3
state

county

not for publication
vicinity
zip code 29841
code SC 003

Aiken

3. Classification
Ownership of Property
private
._, public-local
HZ public-State
I""] public-Federal

Category of Property
[ X

n
D

Name of related multiple property listing:
N/A_______________

buildlng(s)
district
site
structure
object

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Noncontributlng
buildings
sites
, structures
, objects
.Total
Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register
°____

4. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that thla
E nomination EH request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties In the
National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth In 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property DS meets HZ does not meet the National Register criteria. EH See continuation sheet.
l/\An^^ Tl } . O3LouL^-^dLA_________________________________
Signature of (certifying official
Date
Mary W. Edraonds, Deputy SHPO, S.C. Dept. of Archives and History
State or Federal agency and bureau
In my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Date
State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification
I, hereby, certify that this property is:
f
JM
in the National Register.
s^>entered
i
I_I See continuation sheet.
[Z] determined eligible for the National
Register. [ I See continuation sheet.
Q determined not eligible for the
National Register.
QH removed from the National Register.
Q other, (explain:) ___________
Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action

6. Function or Use____________
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)
Domestic, single dwelling

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)
Work in progress_________

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(enter categories from instructions)
Beaux Arts

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

foundation

brick________________

wails

wood/weatherboard______

roof

asphalt

other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

Lookaway Hall, constructed in the Beaux Arts style between 1895 and 1898, is a two story, wood frame house
covered with white painted weatherboard siding. It is set on solid brick piers with lattice-pattern brick infill, has twoover-two double hung sash windows, and has a hip roof covered with asphalt shingles. A crucial element is the
monumental two-story portico with Ionic columns and a Full entablature, including a frieze festooned with garlands.
The siting of Lookaway Hall, on a hill in a fork in the road overlooking downtown North Augusta, adds to its imposing
appearance. The site is approximately 1.5 acres. Its plan is a modified T" shape with octagonal bays at the
protruding sides, producing four rooms symmetrically placed around a central hall downstairs. A single-story
addition and a two-story addition have modified its appearance at the rear of the building, but the original roof lines
and detailing are still visible.
The distinguishing feature of the south facade is the two story porch which wraps around to the west elevation.
Seven two story fluted Ionic columns (Scamozzi capitals at the corners) accent this facade; a total of nine columns
wrap the building. They support an entablature featuring a frieze of festooned detailing surmounted by a cornice
with dentil moulding and stylized brackets supporting the roof. This cornice detail continues around the entire roof
line of the building. The porch itself is flat roofed; the hip roof beyond is highlighted by a dormer featuring Palladian
window and a double pediment. Four brick chimneys with corbelled caps and inset panels punctuate the roof
symmetrically. The porch is a full story above ground at this elevation and is accessed by a set of stairs extending
the full length of the center bay, flanked by wrought iron handrails. A gable roofed dormer with a pedimented gable
is centrally placed above the facade.
The main entry, centered on the south facade, consists of an recessed pair of doors with stained glass transom
surrounded by ornate detailing including two fluted pilasters on each side of the door which frame stained glass
sidelights. The pair of doors are fronted by the original screen doors, complete with scroll detailing. The doors are
broken into two panels by a miniature "entablature" moulding and feature oval and circular raised mouldings and
medallions in each corner. This circular moulding is also found below the windows; above each window is a square
panel with a "wedding knot" motif in raised trim. The door recess is topped by a scrolled keystone bracket which
supports a cornice upon which rests a second-story double-hung sash window centered over the door recess. This
window with two-over-two lights is also flanked by a pair of fluted doric pilasters supporting a wide lintel. The
pilasters are flanked by scrolls with inset sunburst patterns which complete the grandiose effect of the entry.
The main entry is flanked by oversized windows at both floors, the first floor windows extending to the floor. They
feature heavy window heads, undersized shutters, and two-over-two lights. Beyond the east bay, the small office
is recessed behind the main building, its first-floor window having been converted to a door with a large transom.
Beyond the west side, the porch wraps around the west elevation with two columns, ending where the projecting
bay begins. Double hung sash windows, similar in detail and proportion to those on the main facade, center on
each bay at both floors. Similar windows also center on each side of the bay. The roof of the projecting bay is hiproofed and extends from the main hip roof. This bay marks the end of the original building. From this point, a one
story wood-sided addition extends, with a recessed porch hidden by a decorative concrete block screen wall.
continuation sheet

8. Statement of Significance
Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:
CU nationally
Q statewide
[x] locally
Applicable National Register Criteria

fx]A

fxJB

I

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions)

DA

[HB

DC

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions)
Community Planning and Development

1C

I

ID

d]D

CJE

[UF

r~]G

Period of Significance
1895 - 1941__________

Significant Dates
1898_______

Architecture

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

Significant Person
Jackson, Walter M. ________

Architect/Builder
Unknown

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Lookaway Hall was built from 1895 to 1898 for Mr. Walter M. Jackson who, with his brother James U. Jackson,
formed the North Augusta Land Company in 1890 in order to "develop those beautiful hills across the river" 1 from
Augusta. They purchased approximately 5,600 acres from the Robert Butler estate for One hundred thousand dollars
($100,000). 2 James Jackson developed a town plan for a community and resort area, and the Land Company built
a bridge spanning the Savannah River from Thirteenth Street in Augusta to Georgia Avenue in North Augusta. This
main street for the new community ran up the hill and split to create a triangular property for a city park. Beyond
this park Walter Jackson sited his house, making it the focal point of the community. It is still a symbol of North
Augusta, used on the city seal and considered a landmark by the citizens. It has many ties, not only to the city's
founding, but also to several prominent citizens and to the community's social and economic development. It is an
imposing example of the Beaux Arts style with its ornate porch detailing which fronts a simple main building mass.
The siting of the building above the town center reinforces its architectural importance in the town.
COMMUNITY PUNNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Mr. Walter M. Jackson was the manager of the North Augusta Land Company which was the development company
for the community of North Augusta. On March 24, 1890, this company purchased 5,600 acres from Mrs. Mattie
Butler Mealing and on this property planned roads, lights, and water service.3 After laying out the town, the company
sold lots, marketing the community by building a bridge across the Savannah River, opening a trolley line connecting
to North Augusta, constructing an interurban road, and promoting the Augusta-Aiken Electric Railway. They also
opened a resort hotel in 1902, which helped North Augusta become one of the "three... leading resort (communities)
in the country".4 The community grew quickly as a residential and resort area and was chartered in 1906 with several
hundred residents.5
Although Walter Jackson was the less prolific of the two brothers, his impact on North Augusta is still evident.
Because he began construction of his home before his brother, he chose the most beautiful lot in the City, centered
on Georgia Avenue, overlooking the city park, the main street, the river and Augusta beyond. His son, George
Jackson, inherited the home and gave it the name "Lookaway" because of the tremendous 180° view from its porch.8
James Jackson had intended to build his home on the same lot with his brother, but decided to move the site across
Carolina Avenue where he built Rosemary Hall. The office for the North Augusta Land Company, though, was in
the side wing of Lookaway Hall, and Walter Jackson managed the development of the fast growing community from
there. Thus the home, focal point of the city even today, was the place where the city really began.
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9. Major Bibliographical References

[xj See continuation sheet
Previous documentation on file (NPS);
O preliminary determination of individual listing (38 CFR 87)
has been requested
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
recorded by Historic American Buildings
Survey # _______________________
I I recorded by Historic American Engineering
Record #_________________________

n

10. Geographical Data
Acreage of property
1.52 acres (Calculated from Plat)
UTM References
A 11.71 1410,919,9,01
Zone
Easting
C |___ I I i I i i I

13,710.618,2,01
Northing
I i I , I i i I

Primary location of additional data;
State historic preservation office
Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government
University
Other
Specify repository;
Mrs. Robert A. Thompson (daughter of
Dr. H. G. Mealing) 211 East Martintown
Road, North Augusta, SC 29841
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I See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description

See continuation sheet
Boundary Justification

See continuation sheet
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This one story addition with flat roof spans approximately half of the north elevation where it intersects a two story
wood sided addition extending beyond it. Both additions, constructed in the 1940's, feature metal windows grouped
in threes, pairs, and singly with simple wood surrounds. Above the one story addition, second-story windows on
the original building can be seen, including one of the stained glass windows in the stairwell. The original building
facade appears to step out twice - although the cornice detail continues, from the roof it can be seen that these step
cuts are later additions, probably for installations of bathrooms. Sanborn maps of 1918 and 1923 show a one story
structure in this area (possibly a porch), but there is no remaining evidence of this in the basement or around the
foundations. Centered over the original rear facade is a simple hip-roofed dormer with paired six light double hung
windows.
The east elevation is similar to the west, featuring a three sided projecting bay. The bay is topped by a gable roof
and pediment featuring brackets in the pediment. The two story addition dominates this elevation with randomly
placed and sized windows. At this elevation, one has the best view of the full basement which extends under the
original house as well as under the addition. At the addition, light wells reveal basement windows, and a set of stairs
leads down to a basement door. At the original building, smaller basement double hung sash windows with two-overtwo lights are centered under each window in the bay. Paired windows are centered under the windows of the
office. Beside the porch, a retaining wall has been used to provide a drive to a service entry under the porch with
two separate doors to the basement.
Finally, the site itself adds to the character of the building. Having once been the gardens and nurseries for a
previous owner, the site features open spaces, sunken gardens, and a large variety of specimen trees and plants.
It is surrounded by a brick wall which varies in height around the property. A two story brick garage apartment is
adjacent to the north elevation of the addition, and a small brick utilitarian building is just west of the main house.
The main facade overlooks Calhoun Park, a city-owned park with a fountain and memorial obelisk, and beyond that
the main street of North Augusta, the Savannah River, and Augusta, Georgia.
INTERIOR

The first floor plan of the original building consists of a central hall flanked by two rooms on each side. The central
hail features a rosemary pine wainscot and a pair of Ionic columns framing the stair. The stair, beautifully detailed
in rosemary pine, is U shaped and runs along the three walls at the back of the hall. The stair is finished with
rosemary pine panelling, including the underside of the third stairrun. Three stained glass windows with wood
surrounds highlight the stairs located at each landing and at the central flight of stairs. A door to the basement is
also under this main stair flight. At the front door, curvilinear benches are placed under the stained glass windows
that flank the door. The plaster walls and ceiling are finished with wall paper.
Each of the front rooms are accessed from the hall by a pair of large, panelled pocket doors. Another set of paired
pocket doors opens from the east front room into the east bay room which served as the dining room. Adjacent
to the east front room is a small office which features a corner fireplace. The fireplaces in the front rooms seem to
be altered, with open fireplaces, brick hearths, simple Georgian mantels and unfinished surrounds. The remainder
of the fireplaces in the home feature ornate metal coal stove inserts, tile hearths, and Victorian mantels. All fireplaces
with one exception protrude into the rooms. All rooms in the home feature quarter-sawn pine floors, simple
baseboards, and picture moulding. The rear first floor rooms are distinguished by large bays at one end. They are
accessed from the central hall by single panelled doors with classical surrounds featuring corner rosettes. They each
contain a large fireplace. The fireplace at the west rear room is flush with the wall, protruding to the exterior. The
new additions are accessed through a single door in the dining room (east bay room). A large modern kitchen and
eating area extends the entire length of the first floor of the addition, and a large bedroom suite is accessed through
the kitchen. A bathroom in the addition is between the eating area and the west bay room.
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At the second floor, a hall extends the length of the original building from the east to the west with three bedrooms
opening off of it to the front of the house and a bedroom at each of the bays. The bedroom doors have classical
surrounds with corner rosettes and large transoms. A bathroom adjacent to the stair opens into the hall. All
bedrooms (except for the one at the front center) have fireplaces with Victorian detailing. At the east end of the hall,
an open stair with details similar to the main stair leads to the attic. Adjacent to the stair is a hall accessing the new
addition which contains a bathroom that serves the east bay bedroom, two other bedrooms and two baths. The
floor elevation of the addition is approximately three feet lower than the original second floor, requiring stairs in the
hall.
The full attic consists of three spaces. The central area under the main hip roof is lit by the two dormers and
includes two large closets at the south end. Doors at each side of this space lead to separate full height spaces
over the bay rooms. The main room and east room have finished floors; the west room does not have a finished
floor. The walls between the three spaces are finished in wood siding. None of the spaces have finished ceilings.
The basement is broken into a series of small apartments - three in the original building and two in the addition.
These include small bathrooms, kitchens, and windows that look out under the porch. Walls are masonry, with the
footings exposed at the bays and around the fireplaces. The ceilings are low with boxed out ductwork. The floors
are concrete. The basement was most likely finished as a renovation.
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The North Augusta Land Company saw the key to a successful new community to be its easy connection to
surrounding communities. James U. Jackson, along with this brother, Walter, aggressively pursued improving
transportation between Augusta and the surrounding Carolina communities, all paths flowing through newly
established North Augusta. In 1891 they built a steel bridge over the Savannah River at Thirteenth Street in Augusta,
bringing traffic into North Augusta via Georgia Avenue (which forked at the Lookaway Hall property).7 A trolley line
was added by the Land Company in 1897, connecting Augusta and North Augusta with public transport. This line
was active until 1929 when it was replaced by buses.8 To expand the public transport system, the North Augusta
Land Company constructed an interurban road in 1902, the first to be built in the south.9 It was 25 miles long and
connected Augusta to North Augusta, Clearwater, Bath, Langiey, Graniteviile, Warrenville and to Aiken, serving a
population of over twenty five thousand. This was supplemented by the Augusta-Aiken Electric Railway completed
shortly thereafter. This had evolved through the efforts of James Jackson and the establishment of the North
Augusta Electric and Improvement Company. So, in short, the North Augusta Land Company was responsible for
the development of many initial transportation routes in the Lower Savannah area, most of which still exist as major
traffic routes today. These transportation lines brought North Augusta to life and have kept it an active community.
Among the many investments of the North Augusta Land Company, probably the greatest was the formation of the
North Augusta Hotel Company and the construction of the Hampton Terrace Hotel. The hotel, located up the hill
from Lookaway Hall, was constructed from 1902 to 1903 for the lofty sum of $536,000.10 It included an 18 hole golf
course (one of the first in the area, predating the Augusta National), tennis courts, riding stables, and a 1,500 acre
game preserve, as well as one of the most sumptuously appointed hotels in the country. Almost immediately North
Augusta rivaled Aiken and Augusta as one of the most prestigious resort areas in the country. Famous families such
as the John D. Rockefellers, the Marshall Fields, and the Harvey Firestones were frequent guests, and President
Howard Taft regarded the golf course as "challenging as well as impressive!"11 When Marshall Field visited the
Terrace in 1905, his grandsons stayed at Lookaway Hall with the Jackson family.12
Lookaway Hall was in the center of the social high life even after the Hampton Terrace burned in 1917 and was not
rebuilt. From 1922 - 1923 the Detroit Tigers held their spring training in Augusta and stayed at Lookaway Hall.13
The widow of George Jackson, Walter Jackson's son, sold the home to Dr. and Mrs. Henry Getzen Mealing in
1936,14 and their family lived in the home for over fifty years. Dr. Mealing was the son of the first doctor in North
Augusta, one of the founding fathers; he himself was a highly respected physician and citizen. He taught at the
Medical College of Georgia, but was probably best known for his magnificent gardens and greenhouses. He
cultivated new strains of camellias and provided orchids for Queen Elizabeth ll's wedding.15 His family sold the
property in early 1990 to a development company who, in the resort tradition of North Augusta, plans to turn the
home into a bed and breakfast inn.
ARCHITECTURE:
The home is a high style example of the Beaux-Arts style, being built just two years after the Columbian Exposition
of 1893 which made the Beaux Arts and Revival styles popular in America. The home, at the focal point of the new
community, was most likely a symbol of the "good life" that North Augusta could provide. The home also
demonstrates the crossover from the Victorian Period to the Eclectic Period. Although the exterior holds true to
classical detailing, the interior (especially fireplace mantels and light fixtures) is still strongly influenced by the
Victorian style. The home is also said to have been modelled after Barrington Hall in Roswell, Georgia, a Jackson
family home. It is believed that the floor plan of Lookaway Hall and the adjacent Rosemary Hall are adapted from
the plan of Barrington Hall.18 However, the classical ornate porch and austere exterior details, coupled with the
stained glass windows and Beaux Arts detailing at the entry, make it an exemplary turn of the century home. Apart
from the additions at the rear of the home, the interior and exterior have both basically been unaltered.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION:

Beginning at the property stake approximately 12 feet off the northeast corner of the intersection of Forest and
Carolina Avenues, proceed northwest approximately 237 feet parallel with Carolina Avenue. From this point, proceed
northeast approximately 189 feet parallel with the existing alley. From this point, proceed southwest approximately
57 feet parallel with the adjacent brick wall. From this point, proceed southeast approximately 173 feet closely
parallel to the existing alley. From this point, proceed southwest approximately 186 feet parallel with Georgia
Avenue. From this point, proceed northwest approximately 227 feet parallel with Forest Avenue back to the
beginning point.
BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION:

The boundary includes two pieces of property purchased from the Mealing estate by Consul Court, Ltd. on March
30,1990. These two pieces of property make up Lookaway Gardens and include the home, garage apartment, and
the landscaped grounds. The boundary also includes an abandoned alley which, through City Council approval,
has become a part of the property, but had for may years been considered part of the estate.
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Information listed below is the same for all photographs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lookaway Gardens (Hall) 103 West Forest Avenue.
North Augusta, South Carolina
Photographer: Ellen Pruitt
Date: October 15, 1990
Negatives stored at office of:
VGR Architects, P.A.
699 Broad Street, Ste 1100
Augusta, Georgia 30901

Photo No. 1
6.
View from South of building, looking North - main facade.
7.
Photo No. 1
Photo No. 2
6.
View from west of building, looking east, side elevation.
7.
Photo No. 2
Photo No. 3
6.
View from northwest of building, looking southeast - rear elevation.
7.
Photo No. 3
Photo No. 4

6.
7.

View from northwest of building, looking east - rear additions.
Photo No. 4

Photo No. 5
6.
View from east of building, looking west - side elevations.
7.

Photo No. 5

Photo No. 6
6.
View from south of building, looking north - house with surroundings.
7.
Photo No. 6
Photo No. 7

6.
7.

View from east of building, looking west - house with gardens.
Photo No. 7

Photo No. 8
6.
View from west of building, looking northeast - garage apartment.
7.
Photo No. 8
Photo No. 9
6.
7.

View from foyer, looking south - main entry.
Photo No. 9
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Photo No. 10
6.
View from foyer, looking north - main staircase.
7.
Photo No. 10
Photo No. 11
6.
View from southeast parlor, looking west - foyer and twin parlor.
7.
Photo No. 11
Photo No. 12
6.
View from south end of foyer, looking northeast - southeast parlor.
7.
Photo No. 12
Photo No. 13
6.
View from north end of foyer, looking east - dining room.
7.
Photo No. 13
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